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“Mzazi” “Father” or “Dad”, fathers are given special honour once a year by celebrating Father’s Day. Fathers and 

Grandfathers are especially important in African culture and it is considered important to let your dad know 

how much you appreciate him on Father’s Day.

Celebrate your dad’s presence in your life, the role model he is and spoil him with something he will treasure 

for all of his years. Our Father’s Day gift guide is filled with many gadgets and treasures that dad will love.

All these luxury brands can be delivered right to dad’s door or yours, anywhere in Africa, just in time to celebrate dad.

For your Number One Dude  



2009602945588

Imbued with a playful spirit, legendary Disney characters 

continue to enrich the House’s narrative. Donald Duck adds a 

whimsical feel to signature shapes and designs. 

Disney x Gucci Donald 
Duck Print Silk Bowling Shirt

$1,380.00

GUCCI

1A8WBC

The collection’s featured Salt Print 

takes centre stage on this summery 

denim piece. The Damier-inspired 

motif reproduces the effect of ink 

spreading through the cotton fabric. 

Short-Sleeved Salt Print 
Denim Shirt

£895.00

LOUIS VUITTON

FY0936AA8AF0QA0

Short-sleeved, crew-neck oversize T-shirt. Made of 

white chenille with all-over textured FF motif.

White Chenille T-Shirt

$850.00

FENDI

lifestyle@luxafrique.com    

Wear your  
personality
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AVAILABLE  THROUGH OUR 
PERSONAL SHOPPER SERV ICE

+44  740  514  7040

AVAILABLE  ON OUR WEBS I TE
WWW.LUXAFR IQUE.BOUT IQUE



Wear your  
personality

80280831

Slim-fit trench coat, with a clean-cut 

silhouette and rounded shoulders. 

The archive-inspired style is woven 

in our signature gabardine with a 

vintage check lining.

The Mid-Length Chelsea 
Heritage Trench Coat

£1,490.00

BURBERRY

13452677150046472

Crew neck, short sleeve t-shirt in a lunar calendar 

print.

Moon Calendar Print T-Shirt 
In Cotton And Hemp

£225.00

LOEWE

Murals and prints steal the scene, mixing with bougainvillea and 

agave, stunning plants that bring the sunshine of Florida and the 

wild gardens of Miami, and Sicily, to mind. With these 2 capsule 

collections, Dolce&Gabbana is paying homage to the creativity 

and the key role that the artist and producer DJ KHALED plays 

within the artistic world.

Hoodie With Lion Mix Print

£675.00

DOLCE & GABBANA
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AVAILABLE  THROUGH OUR 
PERSONAL SHOPPER SERV ICE

+44  740  514  7040



Slide smoothly

1331322

H211860ZH06390

A part of the GG Multicolour capsule, the original 

monogram motif that has served as a canvas for 

imaginative designs for nearly a century is presented in 

blue atop a series of bright colours for ready-to-wear, 

handbags and accessories. Here, colours come together 

on this sandal.

This easy style is the perfect accompaniment to 

hot-weather edits.

Sandal in calfskin with iconic “H” cut-out, contrasting edges and 

raw-edged detail. An iconic Hermès style, this silhouette is an 

essential piece in every wardrobe.

GG MULTICOLOUR SANDAL

Logo Slides

Izmir Sandal

$1,380.00
£220.00

£560.00

GUCCI

BURBERRY

HERMÈS
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AVAILABLE  THROUGH OUR 
PERSONAL SHOPPER SERV ICE

+44  740  514  7040

663654 9SFV0 4276

AVAILABLE  ON OUR WEBS I TE
WWW.LUXAFR IQUE.BOUT IQUE
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Step up  and step  out

This futuristic design is perfectly pitched to the 

streets of the world’s top metropolises.

Leather Vl7N Sneakers

£570.00

VALENTINO

These iconic sneakers were branded the ‘Shoe of 

the Year’ by Vogue in 2017 thanks to their sport-luxe 

design.

Speed Sneakers

£565.00

BALENCIAGA

The Yeezy 500 Enflame features an upper composed of suede, 

premium leather and mesh. A rubber wrap along the midsole 

of the foot provides support and abrasion resistance while 

reflective piping details around the lace eyelets add visibility in 

low-light conditions. 

Yeezy 500 Enflame

Price on request

ADIDAS

Red soles and sharp spikes inform Christian 

Louboutin’s love language.

Spike Sock Leather 
Sneakers

$1,670.00

CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN

AVAILABLE  THROUGH OUR 
PERSONAL SHOPPER SERV ICE

+44  740  514  7040

AVAILABLE  ON OUR WEBS I TE
WWW.LUXAFR IQUE.BOUT IQUE



Accessorize and stylize
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This lustrous silk tie is embroidered with signature 

skulls and stars and cut in a slim 5cm width that’ll 

look smart framed by a blazer and waistcoat.

5cm Embroidered Silk Tie

$175.00

ALEXANDER MCQUEEN

The Epilogue collection takes shape in 

silhouettes inspired by the 70s, with vivid 

colours and patterns—featuring this blue silk 

tie with Double G and flowers.

Crafted in Italy from pliable, full-grain leather, 

TOM FORD’s belt works with both smart and 

casual outfits. The dark-brown and black sides 

are both nicely complemented by a signature 

gold ‘T’ buckle.

Silk Tie Flowers And Double G

4cm Black And Dark-Brown 
Reversible Full-Grain Leather 
Belt

$220.00

$720.00

GUCCI

TOM FORD

A jacquard silk tie enhanced by a floral 

design. Logo embroidery on the tail.

This double-sided accessory showcases 

the distinguished Monogram pattern on 

both sides but in different styles for a 

playful edge. 

Silk Tie With Floral Print

LV Line 40mm Reversible Belt

$225.00

$690.00

GIORGIO ARMANI

LOUIS VUITTON

AVAILABLE  THROUGH OUR 
PERSONAL SHOPPER SERV ICE

+44  740  514  7040

10516758728566534

3600871P937100135

MP295V

643840 4E002 4174

6499664598428680
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AVAILABLE  THROUGH OUR 
PERSONAL SHOPPER SERV ICE

+44  740  514  7040

AVAILABLE  ON OUR WEBS I TE
WWW.LUXAFR IQUE.BOUT IQUE

46353151655343479

Designed in an almost-frameless profile, these sunglasses are 

made from black metal so they feel exceptionally light and 

comfortable and fitted with matching tinted lenses. 

Square-Frame Metal Sunglasses

£315.00

SAINT LAURENT
648634 J1691 1223

Introduced as part of the Epilogue collection, these 

sunglasses bring bold, rich colours to the forefront and 

are contrasted by shiny gold toned metal details. 

Aviator Sunglasses

$550.00

GUCCI

The Insane Collection get an upgrade with the 

Insane Evo2. Available in 2 finishing, Matt Gold 3N 

or Gun Metal Grey, the Insane Evo2 is equipped 

with fully foldable or removable stainless steel 

sun protectors.

$305.00

SEVENFRIDAY

A trend-setting style infused with the label’s 

signature subversive spirit.

Mask Sunglasses

£395.00

OFF-WHITE

Accessorize and stylize

Insane Evo 2
INS3B/01
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Bags and pouchesAVAILABLE  THROUGH OUR 
PERSONAL SHOPPER SERV ICE

+44  740  514  7040

M57952

1ADPO093YMJ_H810

13452677150054046

This new Trunk Slingbag conveys a strong signature look in Monogram 

Seal leather. Sumptuous black cowhide is decorated with Louis Vuitton’s 

iconic Monogram pattern using a special debossing technique for a rich 

tactile effect.

The magnetic flap with iconic lines 

conceals a zip pocket to safely store 

all the essentials, while the adjustable 

‘Christian Dior’ jacquard shoulder strap 

allows the bag to be worn over the 

shoulder or crossbody.

A pouch crafted in calfskin in the 

shape of an elephant. Shoulder 

or crossbody carry / adjustable 

shoulder strap / magnetic 

closure / embossed anagram.

Trunk Slingbag

Saddle Bag

Elephant Pocket In Classic 
Calfskin

$2,370.00
£2,500.00

£550.00

LOUIS VUITTON

LOUIS VUITTON

LOEWE



Limited Edition Hac 40cm 
Cosmos Togo Brushed Phw

Birkin 35 Blue Agate 
Epsom GHW

Birkin 35 Cuivre 
Togo Phw

50cm Hac Toodoo 
Feutre De Laine/

Evercolor Gris Clair/
Beige De Weimar Phw 

£31,000.00

£14,350.00£14,350.00

£31,000.00

HERMÈS

HERMÈSHERMÈS

HERMÈS
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AVAILABLE  THROUGH OUR 
PERSONAL SHOPPER SERV ICE

+44  740  514  7040

Special collection



16301891330337713

A real investment piece, Piaget’s cuff is cast from gleaming 18K white gold and fitted with 

diamond-encrusted rotating bands - the signature detail from the ‘Possession’ collection 

that symbolises the wheels of destiny in motion.

Possession 18K White Gold 
Diamond Cuff

£5,350.00

M00305

Crafted with a bright eye-catching finish, 

this Chain Links Bracelet is a bold update 

of a beloved Louis Vuitton style.

Chain Links Bracelet

$990.00

LOUIS VUITTON

AVAILABLE  THROUGH OUR 
PERSONAL SHOPPER SERV ICE

+44  740  514  7040

651202VAHU44200

Enamel signet ring. Grooved band. 18K 

Gold-plated Sterling Silver.

Enamel Signet Ring

$950.00
M00304

Louis Vuitton’s beloved Chain Links Necklace gets a seasonal 

update courtesy of a bright, polished finish.

Chain Links Necklace

$1,440.00

LOUIS VUITTON

BOTTEGA VENETA

PIAGET
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Head turners



Head turners
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AVAILABLE  THROUGH OUR 
PERSONAL SHOPPER SERV ICE

+44  740  514  7040

AVAILABLE  ON OUR WEBS I TE
WWW.LUXAFR IQUE.BOUT IQUE

WP0854 YG

An 18K Yellow Gold barbed wire link with black 

ceramic inlay. Length 24”.

Flipside Chain

$10,700.00

STEPHEN WEBSTER

WP0855 YG

NB0004

BP0014
18k yellow gold with black ceramic, on a 18K 

yellow gold 24” chain. 

New Cross Ceramic Pendant

$1,950.00

STEPHEN WEBSTER

Bangle skeleton fish motif head and tale set in 

black diamonds with the eye in ruby, 18K Gold, 

Black Rhodium. (Pre-Order)

Bracelet Bangle Fish Skeleton

$3,000.00

CÉDILLE PARIS

Necklace skeleton fish motif small size with the 

eye in blue sapphire, 18K Gold, Black Rhodium.   

(Pre-Order)

Necklace Skeleton Fish Motif

$1,000.00

CÉDILLE PARIS



LW.3TM.CL.RCK.GLD

The 3 Timer Rock features a beautiful cool grey 

dial, steel hands and crown – a classic and 

versatile Linde Werdelin timepiece.

3 Timer Rock Gold

$7,255.00

LINDE WERDELIN
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Watch yourself

The Oyster Perpetual Submariner in Oystersteel 

with a Cerachrom bezel insert in black ceramic 

and a black dial with large luminescent hour 

markers.

Submariner Oyster, 41mm, 
Oystersteel

Price on request

ROLEX

SF-P3C/08

The P3C/08 features a dazzling combination 

of Gun metal PVD bezel surrounded by a solid 

white animation ring, softened only slightly by a 

translucent Azure Blue acetate.

P3C/08

$1,200.00

SEVENFRIDAY

SF-M2B/01

The M2B/01 combines a love of industrial design 

and the drive for originality! A sophisticated 

addition to the family with understated greys 

complemented by flashes of rose gold colouring.

M2B/01

$1,474.00

SEVENFRIDAY

AVAILABLE  THROUGH OUR 
PERSONAL SHOPPER SERV ICE

+44  740  514  7040

AVAILABLE  ON OUR WEBS I TE
WWW.LUXAFR IQUE.BOUT IQUE
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£6,000.00

BY43CC.STEEL.BRA

The Berkeley Black Knight Chronograph sports 

a dramatic black dial, with rose hand-polished 

Arabic numerals and Indexes. Driven by a 

chronograph movement rotor.

Berkeley Black Knight 
Chronograph 43
BACKES & STRAUSS

LW.SLT.2

The SpidoLite Titanium is one of our lightest 

ever timepieces, crafted from Titanium Grade 5 

– known for its exceptional strength compared 

to pure titanium, whilst also lightweight and 

corrosive resistant.

Spidolite Titanium - 3D 
Movement

$15,900.00

LINDE WERDELIN

PC40MABK.STEEL.BRA

The Piccadilly Black Knight features an intense 

black dial with rose gold, hand-polished Arabic 

numerals and indexes. Stainless Steel, Black PVD 

(Physical Vapour Deposition), rose gold numerals, 

the total of 1 diamond, 0.12cts

Piccadilly Black Knight 40

£4,500.00

BACKES & STRAUSS

1931/10

To mark 100 years since the start of the Russian 

Revolution, Fabergé presents a chronograph 

of revolutionary significance in the horological 

cosmos, paying homage to the unfinished 

Constellation Egg of 1917.

Visionnaire Chronograph 
Ceramic

$40,000.00

FABERGÉ

Watch yourself AVAILABLE  THROUGH OUR 
PERSONAL SHOPPER SERV ICE

+44  740  514  7040

AVAILABLE  ON OUR WEBS I TE
WWW.LUXAFR IQUE.BOUT IQUE



Own your  cologne

£280.00

The bestselling men’s fragrance in the history of 

the House of Creed, Aventus celebrates strength, 

power, success and heritage – a sophisticated 

scent, perfect for the modern discerning 

gentleman.

Aventus 100ml
CREED

Sauvage is an act of creation inspired by 

wide-open spaces. A composition signed 

with a raw freshness, between power and 

nobility.

Sauvage 100ml

£94.00

DIOR

FOR50

Vigorous, intense, dark and penetrating. 

With spicy top notes of oud, saffron and 

cumin; Fortis develops into all the scents of 

an autumnal forest floor, reaching deep into 

the soil for amazing strength and vitality.

Fortis

$136.00

LIQUIDES IMAGINAIRES

CC-XP50M01

Distincitive spicy cardamom and 

alluring orris are sourced from the 

furthest corners of the world and 

blended perfectly for the modern 

consumer.

X Masculine

$350.00

CLIVE CHRISTIAN

An elegant explosion of gentle woods 

with a touch of spice and a dash of citrus. 

This fragrance is fresh, refined, and 

enlivening.

Vetiver Imperiale

£270.00

BOADICEA THE VICTORIOUS
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AVAILABLE  THROUGH OUR 
PERSONAL SHOPPER SERV ICE

+44  740  514  7040

AVAILABLE  ON OUR WEBS I TE
WWW.LUXAFR IQUE.BOUT IQUE



4068790126393369

Having well-kept nails is the sort of detail we often overlook in ourselves, 

but notice when others are lacking. This handsome leather-bound 

manicure set from London company Czech & Speake contains a 

selection of eight tools to keep you in tip-top condition at all times, from 

a selection of scissors and clips to cuticle instruments and a file.

Leather-Bound Manicure Set

£390.00

CZECH & SPEAKE

10516758728989675

Czech & Speake’s ‘Oxford & Cambridge’ set 

is expertly made to ensure you achieve the 

perfect shave every time.

Oxford & Cambridge Shaving Set 
& Stand

£395.00

CZECH & SPEAKE

4068790126622073

Proper maintenance is key to keeping your beard 

looking its best, so make sure to add TOM FORD’s 

conditioning oil to your daily regimen. The nourishing 

formula is blended with softening Vitamin E, Almond 

and Grapeseed Oils and infused with the brand’s ‘Oud 

Wood’ scent for an aromatic finish.

Oud Wood Conditioning Beard 
Oil 30ml

£44.00

TOM FORD
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AVAILABLE  THROUGH OUR 
PERSONAL SHOPPER SERV ICE

+44  740  514  7040

Look and
feel your best
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Luxury
relaxation

AVAILABLE  ON OUR WEBS I TE
WWW.LUXAFR IQUE.BOUT IQUE

A luxurious 700gsm Giza Egyptian 

cotton towel bundle that is soft and 

ultra absorbent. Consists of Bath 

Sheet, Hand Towel and Facecloth - 

including embroidery of upto 3 initials.

These versatile robes are the epitome of 

comfort and luxury, the beautiful, warm 

undertones of the stylish ‘stone’ outer 

microfibre shell are enhanced with a plush 

white terry cloth lining. 

The Luxurious contemporary 

design features a strikingly bold 

contrast border cashmere. Woven 

using ethically sourced finest pure 

Cashmere available in Natural & 

Black. Size 150x200cm.

Ultimate Plus Towel Bundle Luxury Microfibre Robe

Cashmere Throw

$226.00 $275.00

$1,113.00

HEIRLOOMS LINENS HEIRLOOMS LINENS

HEIRLOOMS LINENS
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Four Tequila Shot Set - Rattlesnake Shot Glass Amethyst, Rattlesnake 

Shot Glass Smoke, Cow Shot Glass Amethyst, Cow Shot Glass Smoke, 

Rabbit Salt Shaker, Snake Swiss Army Knife, and Wooden Board.

Tequila Shot Set

$6,825.00

STEPHEN WEBSTER

3589493616614676

Part of The SkateRoom’s limited-edition collection with Mr Keith Haring, this set of skateboards is crafted from responsibly 

sourced Canadian maple wood and printed with graffiti-style imagery designed by the late American artist in 1984.

Keith Haring Set Of Three Printed Wooden Skateboards

£475.00

THE SKATEROOM

GI0622

This Skateboard encapsulates Louis Vuitton’s unconventional spirit 

while exhibiting masterful craftsmanship. The vibrant watercolour 

pattern decorating the board is a theme echoed across the Summer 

2021 Collections. A true collectors’ item, it is finished with Monogram-

engraved wheels and Monogram screws.

Skateboard

Price on request

LOUIS VUITTON

AVAILABLE  THROUGH OUR 
PERSONAL SHOPPER SERV ICE

+44  740  514  7040

Be the cool dad

SM0252

AVAILABLE  ON OUR WEBS I TE
WWW.LUXAFR IQUE.BOUT IQUE
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AVAILABLE  ON OUR WEBS I TE
WWW.LUXAFR IQUE.BOUT IQUE

Tech
Dual Hub longboard for adults. 

450W*2 Hub Motors. Both sides 

have colour changing LED safety 

lights.  2.4G high frequency 

handheld remote control.

Electric Skateboard

$439.00

SÖÖBU

457356

Front LED headlight, turn signals and tail light. Quick folding for 

easy storage and transporation. Maximum speed 40-45 Km/h. 

80/65-6 Pneumatic dirt tyres.

Kugoo M4 Pro

$1,269.99

SÖÖBU

Aged wood dashboards, chrome 

spoked wheels, leather that is glove soft. 

Roadster - inspired by the best of British 

motorcars, Jaguar, Aston Martin, Bristol 

and the like. 

Roadster Triple Winder With 
Storage

$1,719.00

WOLF

Armoured jewellery case with pull out necklace bars. 

Shiny gold leaf steel. Inside drawers in matte finish 

Elm, 24K gold plated accessories. (Pre-order)

Segreto Foglia Oro

$18,000,00

AGRESTI

AVAILABLE  THROUGH OUR 
PERSONAL SHOPPER SERV ICE

+44  740  514  7040
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High-end active loudspeaker blending radical audio 

technology with graceful aesthetics and meticulous 

craftmanship.

Price is indicative only. Final price may vary based on 

configuration. 

BeoLab 50 - Loudspeaker

From $40,000.00

BANG & OLUFSEN

Celebrating 95 years of heritage in sound, design and 

craft excellence. BeoPlay H95 is crafted for the ultimate 

listening experience with long lasting comfort and 

effective Active Noise Cancellation. 

Acoustic work of art.

An iconic pillar of of luxury sound, BeoLab 18 

is a wireless speaker crafted from carefully 

selected materials,

Price is indicative only. Final price may vary 

based on configuration. 

BeoPlay H95 - Adaptive ANC - 
Headphones

BeoLab 18 - Wireless Speaker

$849.00

From $9,000.00

BANG & OLUFSEN

BANG & OLUFSEN

Tech

AVAILABLE  THROUGH OUR 
PERSONAL SHOPPER SERV ICE

+44  740  514  7040

AVAILABLE  ON OUR WEBS I TE
WWW.LUXAFR IQUE.BOUT IQUE
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Tech
The sensational M8 Electric Motorbike is a beautifully versatile bike that would be an ideal tourer or 

commuter with fantastic handling and brilliant performance.

Maximum speed 25km/hr. Maximum range 55-60km. Voltage (V) 60V. Net weight (kg) 70kg.

Shock Absorber (Front double shock absorber and rear double hydraulic shock absorber).

Approx. charge time of 6-8 hours.

Retro arcade game machine, small size video game, can be placed on a desk at home or on bars.

Two people can enjoy games together, it supports both free play mode and coin-operated mode, so it 

can be used for self-entertain or business.

1,500 games in one machine with classics like (Street Fighter, Mortal Kombat, Super Mario Bros).

M8 Electric Motorbike

Retro Arcade

$1,899.00

$1,975.00

SÖÖBU

SÖÖBU

AVAILABLE  ON OUR WEBS I TE
WWW.LUXAFR IQUE.BOUT IQUE
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AVAILABLE  THROUGH OUR 
PERSONAL SHOPPER SERV ICE

+44  740  514  7040

AVAILABLE  ON OUR WEBS I TE
WWW.LUXAFR IQUE.BOUT IQUE

Mahogany, celluloid and repurposed bronze recount the tale of 

the Essex, an American whaler sunk in 1820. Her epic encounter 

inspired Herman Melville’s Moby-Dick, and lives on in the lore of Sea 

Shepherd. 

Few inventions rival MONOPOLY’s ability to bring families to the table. Since 

its 1935 debut, the world’s favorite board game has delivered magical 

memories to millions and an entrée to the ways of wealth creation.

A champion silhouette receives an injection of agility and trackside 

authenticity to recognise the jubilee 70th season of Formula 1® The 

F1® Seventy brings turbo-charged upgrades to front-row Italian design 

and performance.

A collaboration with National Geographic Explorers 

and Photographers, Uri and Helle Løvevild Golman, 

invokes the mythos of Africa’s mighty Baobab. From 

here, the Arctic lies far away.

Limited Edition Victory Of The Whale

Monopoly L.E. Silver Rollerball Pen

F1 Seventy Carbon Fibre Fountain Pen

Limited Edition Wild: Baobab

$3,484.29

$5,784.12

$5,784.12

$1,199.68

MONTEGRAPPA

MONTEGRAPPA

MONTEGRAPPA

MONTEGRAPPA

ISVWL_BE

ISMXLRSE

ISF1S_FC-EF

ISWDR_BA

To: Dad, with love



Pour him  a drink
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AVAILABLE  ON OUR WEBS I TE
WWW.LUXAFR IQUE.BOUT IQUE

First created in 1874, LOUIS XIII Cognac is an exquisite 

blend of up to 1,200 grapes eaux-de-vie sourced 100% 

from Grande Champagne, the first cru of the Cognac region 

andmatured slowly inside oak casks known as “Tierçons”.

Enticing and sensual, Angel’s Brut Champagne has notes 

of almonds, vanilla and honeysuckle, with red peach skin 

and even liquorice root. Dancing, caressing bubbles swirl 

the flavours around your palate in a sensuous, energetic 

bolero. Fresh, elegant and luxurious. Hennessy Paradis Imperial is the jewel of the Hennessy 

collection, the unprecedented alliance of age and finesse. A 

cognac made of precision embodying the apogee of the art 

of selection.

Intense, with a diffuse minerality, the 2003 vintage has 

a higher proportion of pinot noir. It is the expression of 

a difficult growing season, which included the hottest 

summer in 53 years. 

LOUIS XIII Classic

NV Brut Methuselah (6l)

Paradis Imperial Decanter 

Vintage 2003 Methuselah (6l)

$4,843.20

$3,185.00

$2,806.00

$5,088.00

LOUIS XIII

ANGEL CHAMPAGNE

HENNESSY

DOM PERIGNON

Hennessy Paradis Imperial 70cl

FOL-CHA-DOM-007-01



Can’t find what you like? Our concierge team is available year-round and we are proud to work with a number of prestigious 

international and African brands. Feel free to contact us to order some of your favourites.

YOU ASK ,  WE DEL IVER .

Concierge team
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Contact our personal shoppers to order any of the items displayed. 

Once you have ordered, it will arrive within 3-5 working days*. 

You ask, we ship and deliver to any of the 54 countries in Africa.

Delivery times are to be used as a guide only and are subject to item availability 
and means of shipping. We reserve the right to vary prices and rates in the event 
of changes in exchange rates or price rises made by suppliers.
Products purchased via the personal shopper service will have an additional 10% 
surcharge. All prices exclude shipping.

*

EMAIL  |  WHATSAPP |CALL  

HOW TO ORDER

+447405147040

lifestyle@luxafrique.com

www.luxafrique.boutique 

Lux Afrique Boutique 
Gift Card

from $250.00

Give the special someone a gift 

card for their birthday, Valentine’s 

Day, Christmas or a special 

occasion. They can redeem it and 

purchase any of the items on our 

website, www.luxafrique.boutique

LAB

And for the guy who has  everything...

AVAILABLE  ON OUR WEBS I TE
WWW.LUXAFR IQUE.BOUT IQUE


